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1. Introduction

It is well recognized that the design of a complex mechanical
product has two characteristics. One is that the design is generally
carried out in a top-down manner, consisting of several different
phases. Top-down design manner takes product design as a
problem solving method which involves step-by-step analysis and
synthesis. A top-down product process proceeds from the
qualitative to the quantitative, each new step being more concrete
than the last [1]. Normally this design process can be divided into
four phases, i.e., functional design, conceptual design, embodiment
design, and detail design. Another characteristic of the complex
product design is that it is usually conducted by a group of
designers in a collaborative way. That is, a group of designers
conduct product design in parallel with each of them being in
charge of a component and interacting with others in real time to
resolve design conflicts in the early stages. In this way, the design
time of a complex product can be greatly shortened [2].

The current computer aided design (CAD) systems are able to
model parts and assemblies very well but not to design [3]. They
provide only limited support for top-down design and collabora-
tive design although they are good at supporting geometric
modeling at the detailed design stage. Before using the CAD
systems to create the part or assembly digital model, the key

problems of product design are already worked out, e.g., the
solution scheme is determined, the structural parameters of the
parts are figured out, the layout is planned, the assembly
relationships and assembly constraints are determined. Similarly,
the research on supporting users to collaboratively accomplish the
product design also focuses on detail digital modeling. In order to
enable CAD systems to support real design of complex products,
the researches on both top-down design and collaborative design
have been conducted since early 1990s. Historically, top-down
design and collaborative design were studied independently. The
research on top-down design mainly focused on achieving the
automated and intelligent mapping from the product model for the
early design phase to that for the late design phase. Nevertheless,
limited by the computer’s capability of representing and handling
design knowledge and experience, the progress made in this aspect
is not much and still far from the practical requirements. On the
other hand, as the rapid development of network and computer
supported cooperative work (CSCW) technologies in the past two
decades, research on collaborative design has been paid increasing
attentions. The emphasis of the research is at enabling the
collaboration in design process by renovating conventional CAD
systems to become distributed and collaborative using network,
distributed computing, CSCW, and Web technologies. The devel-
oped collaborative CAD systems allow a group of designers to
review design models and conduct part or assembly modeling
collaboratively. However, since the current collaborative CAD
systems are based on the traditional CAD technologies, they are
limited to supporting the collaborative design activities in detail
design phase. In view that the most important collaboration
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activities in practical product design often occur in early design
phase rather than in detail design phase, the existing collaborative
design functions mentioned above are still far from the practical
requirements.

To effectively support both top-down design and collaborative
design, a new system framework is proposed in this paper for
developing a new generation of CAD systems, which allows a group
of designers geographically dispersed to collaboratively conduct
top-down assembly design of complex products with their design
knowledge and experience in a computer supported cooperative
work environment. In the new system framework, a new
distributed and multi-level assembly model is adopted as a
meta-level representation. Meanwhile various collaborative de-
sign activities, including collaborative determination of coupled
parameters, collaborative defining of assembly interfaces, design
variation propagation, are supported.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second
section we review the related work. In the third section we give a
brief overview of the proposed framework for the collaborative
top-down assembly design. A multi-level and distributed assembly
model is presented in the fourth section. In the following three
sections the main functions of the framework are introduced
including collaborative determination of coupled structural
parameters, agent based variation propagation and collaborative
design of the assembly interfaces. In the eighth section we present
the prototype system developed based on the proposed framework
and a practical design example based on the system is presented in
the ninth section. Finally, the conclusions and future work are
given.

2. Related work

The related work of this paper can be divided into two
categories: top-down product design and collaborative CAD. In
general, these two categories of work were conducted indepen-
dently.

2.1. Top-down product design

Although the traditional CAD systems are geometric modeling
centered and are mainly suitable for supporting detail design,
driven by the requirement to support complex product design, CAD
technologies that can support top-down product design has been
investigated since early 1990s. One focus of the research is on how
to support early design stage and enable information inheritance
and consistency of different design stages. As one of pioneers,
Mäntylä discussed the main requirements for CAD systems to
support top-down product design and described a prototype
modeling system for top-down design of assembled products in
[4]. Although this work is preliminary and lacked of details, it
points out an important direction for CAD research. To support
early design stage, much effort is put on developing methods for
automated conceptual design. These methods include cased-based
reasoning [5], qualitative reasoning [6], agent-based approach [7],
genetic algorithm [8], neural network method [9], and so on. While
these formal methods depend on computers to generate the
concept design, other researches fall into constructive approaches
which focus on assisting human to express the design intent at
early design stage. For example, computer supported sketching
method is adopted to support concept design [10,11]. This method
enables designers to input sketches as they do on a notebook, and
then the computer can reconstruct the 3D object from the sketches.
As a predominant way of geometry modeling [12], feature
technology was extended to support early design stage and enable
information inheritance and consistency of different design stages
by Csabai et al. [13]. They used design spaces and functional

features in their 3D Layout Module to support top-down layout
design, which can construct a bridge between the abstract nature
of the conceptual design phase and the geometric nature of the
detail design phase. Similarly, Aleixos et al. [14] presented a
fundamental structure that behaves as a three-dimensional
scheme containing the whole project criteria and the basic
elements, which helps to realize the integration of conceptual
design and final geometric modeling. There are also some semi-
automated methods to promote the product design such as design
rationale capturing method [15], ontology mapping method [16],
knowledge search and reuse method [17], constraint based
method [18].

Another kind of research work is on extending the traditional
CAD model to make it support top-down product design. Besides
Mäntylä’s work afore mentioned, Brunetti et al. [19] presented an
approach to enabling a feature-based representation to capture the
product semantics generated in conceptual design so as to support
the evolution of product semantics along the product development
process. To make the approach effective, the feature definition
should be complete and an effective feature mapping method
between different feature levels should be provided, but they are
difficult to achieve. In recent years, the design and process group of
NIST has been investigating interoperability framework for PLM
and has proposed Core Product Model (CPM) and Open Assembly
Model (OAM) [20]. In view that CPM incorporates the function and
behavior of products and OAM is based on CPM, both of them have
potentials to be used to support top-down design. Nevertheless,
since both CPM and OAM do not provide a relatively independent
representation for each design stage, they need to be extended
according to the requirements of top-down design.

In addition, some commercial CAD systems such as Pro/E [21]
have started to provide certain functions to support top-down
design scenario for a single user. Pro/E has introduced skeleton
model to capture central design information for an assembly, such
as key dimensions of each part and geometric constraints between
parts, which enables the user to conduct design at skeleton level
first. However, since the skeleton model of an assembly in Pro/E
does not have explicit hierarchy and contains all the parts and
geometric constraints involved in the final assembly model, it is
not clear if the real top-down design of complex products can be
effectively supported based on such skeleton model.

2.2. Collaborative CAD

As classified by Li et al. [22], the work on collaborative CAD can
be divided into two types: (1) visualization-based collaborative
CAD; and (2) co-design oriented collaborative CAD. The former
focuses on making CAD systems have the functions supporting
visualization, annotation and inspections of CAD models under
design, whereas the latter aims at providing users the functions of
modeling and modifying CAD models interactively and collabora-
tively online, including collaborative assembly modeling. In the
following, we just review the work on collaborative assembly
modeling in more detail. For a comprehensive review on
collaborative CAD, please refer to [22].

Mori and Cutkosky [23] investigated agent-based collaborative
assembly design. In their framework, each design agent is
responsible for the design of a part or a component in assembly
and coordinates with others based on the theory of Pareto
optimality. Since the communication between design agents is
simple and limited, the framework seems hard to support the
complex collaborative activities.

Shyamsunder and Gadh [24] presented an approach to internet-
based collaborative assembly design and developed a prototyping
system cPAD. In the approach, a compact assembly representation
called AREP is proposed, which adaptively simplifies the model of
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the product thereby preserving the details of a particular
component required during product assembly design. They
adopted a three-tier client-server architecture to support inter-
net-based collaborative assembly design between original equip-
ment manufacturer (OEM), in which the virtual design space and
interface assembly feature are used to ensure the related sub-
assemblies or components to be compatible. AREP has the
potential to support collaborative top-down assembly design.
However, how to reuse the AREP to collaboratively accomplish the
product detail design is not addressed.

In order to achieve internet-enabled real time collaborative
modeling, Chen et al. [25] developed a web-based collaborative
assembly modeling system called e-Assembly. In e-Assembly, a
distributed assembly model consisting of a master assembly model
(MAM) and a slave assembly model (SAM) is adopted. The MAM is
a complete representation stored in the server while the SAM is
just the mesh representation of the assembly unit associated with
a client and is stored in the client for supporting visualization-
based manipulation in the client. The aim of e-Assembly is also at
supporting the collaborative assembly modeling between OEM
and suppliers. Although e-Assembly allows multi-user to collabo-
ratively set up an assembly model by defining the assembly
constraints between the components of the assembly through
Web, it does not address real-time design modification and top-
down assembly design.

Bidarra et al. [26] presented a collaborative framework for
integrated part and assembly modeling. Based on the multi-view
feature modeling technique, the association and interaction
between part modeling and assembly modeling during collabora-
tive design are addressed. With the framework, although the
collaborative design tasks can be assigned in a top-down manner,
the assembly modeling itself is still conducted in a bottom-up way.

According to the requirement of information protection in
collaborative modeling, Cera et al. [27] proposed role-based
viewing envelopes of an assembly. They combined the multi-
resolution geometry of a part with role-based access control to
generate the role-based views of the part, limiting the user to the
design detail he/she is permitted to access so as to protect the
information proprietary during collaborative design.

Lu et al. [28] investigated design modification in a collaborative
assembly design environment and proposed a control mechanism
for design modification propagation. Their work focused on the
design modification propagation after the assembly model had
been set up, without addressing the design variation propagation
during top-down assembly design where there exist more complex
design variation propagations.

Mun et al. [29] presented a neutral skeleton model to exchange
design information between collaborative OEM and suppliers,
through which the intellectual property of companies could be
protected and engineering changes during development could be
propagated. Their work mainly put effort on the definition and
translation of geometric elements involved in the skeleton model,
rather than a thorough collaborative top-down assembly design.

Chen et al. [30] presented a top-down assembly design process
which is refined from the traditional product design process to
better exhibit the recursive execution and structure-evolvement
characteristics of product design. Moreover, various inheritance
mechanisms for transferring and converting information pertain-
ing to different design phases are classified and described
including function inheritance, geometry inheritance, feature
inheritance and interface inheritance. However, how to support
designers geographically distributed to collaboratively conduct
assembly design in a top-down manner is not considered.

Different from the previous work mentioned above, this paper
is intended to propose a system framework for product design that
crosses two concepts: top-down design and collaborative design.

In a word, the proposed system framework should be able to
effectively support the collaborative top-down assembly design of
complex products among a group of designers inside a single
company.

3. Overview of the framework

Due to the great complexity of the collaborative top-down
product design, this work focuses on the product design process
which comes after the conceptual design. Since most of
collaborative activities during product design occur in this design
process, we call this design process as collaborative top-down
assembly design which takes the product structure created during
conceptual design as input and the complete assembly model of
the product as output. While the design process is generally a part
of top-down product design process, it is refined according to
designers’ collaborations which includes not only the basic design
activities such as collaborative assembly modeling and part design,
but also activities such as the collaborative parameter determina-
tion and collaborative assembly interface definition. Generally,
collaborative top-down assembly design can be divided into the
following three phases: the layout design, the skeleton design and
the detail design. Compared with traditional design method,
collaborative top-down assembly design raises more requirements
for a CAD tool as follows:

(1) Allow designers to do assembly design in a top-down
manner from layout design, skeleton design to detail design and
support the design information inheritance and evolution from the
early design phase to the detail design phase.

(2) Permit designers geographically distributed to collabora-
tively conduct assembly design. In other word, the CAD tool should
be distributed, and with such a distributed CAD tool, every
designer should be able to collaborate with those designers in
charge of the components having assembly interfaces with the
component being designed by the designer. Specifically, the CAD
tool should be able to support the relevant designers to
collaboratively determine the coupled structural parameters and
assembly interfaces between the components they are responsible
for.

(3) The assembly model adopted by the CAD tool should
encompass the design information for every design phase so that
all the three design phases of the collaborative top-down assembly
design can be effectively supported. Moreover, the assembly model
should be distributed and the consistency of the distributed
assembly model should be automatically guaranteed through a
design variation propagation mechanism during the whole design
process.

Based on the above requirement analysis, in order to enable
CAD systems to effectively support the collaborative top-down
assembly design, we propose a new CAD system framework, as
shown in Fig. 1. The framework adopts a replicated client-server
architecture where the server is used to store and manage the
complete assembly model of the product as well as the information
about designers and is responsible for achieving the communica-
tion and design variation propagation between all the clients,
while the client mainly provides the functions for a designer to do
component design in their familiar way and to communicate with
the server in real-time. In the architecture, the client itself is a
design system with the facility of communicating with the server,
so the architecture is a replicated one. In order to keep the partial
assembly models located in different clients as well as the global
assembly model in the server synchronized and consistent, we let
all the clients and the server have the same design and modeling
functions and adopt command based design information transfer
strategy instead of direct transmission of the model between client
and server. Since the data amount of transferring commands is
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very small and the same command always generates the same
result in either clients or the server, the synchronization and
consistency of the models in the server and clients can be
guaranteed. Besides the major function modules of traditional CAD
systems such as geometry engine and feature modeler, the clients
and the server have the same following function modules.

Layout design module: It provides the functions for the
principal designer to set up the layout model of the product based
on the conceptual design result. Using these functions, the
principal designer uses graphic symbols in a symbol library to
construct the layout model. A graphic symbol stands for a
component or an assembly scheme, which has the standard
engineering semantics and can be understood by engineers.
Besides, the graphic symbol includes descriptive information such
as component name, component functional requirement, assembly
scheme name, assembly method description. It does not have any
datum or profile curves that are usually used to define the
assembly interface. Instead, we defer those information to be
constructed at the skeleton and detail design stage to let designers
focus on the representation of conceptual design.

Assembly modeler: It provides functionalities for designers to
conduct assembly design in a top-down and collaborative manner,
including skeleton design and detail design of components,

collaboratively defining assembly interfaces and constraints
between components, creating assembly features.

Coupled structural parameter manager: It is responsible for
managing and solving the coupled structural parameters of
components that are collaboratively defined by different designers.

Collaboration manager: It provides the basic collaborative
facilities such as collaborative annotation, video conference.
Usually it will invoke other functional components to accomplish
the collaboration.

Variation propagation agent (VP agent): It is in charge of
monitoring the design variation and propagating the design
variations between the clients and server so as to guarantee the
consistency of the distributed assembly model.

It is noticed that the assembly constraints usually need to be
solved globally [31,32], the constraint engine is thus only deployed
on the server. In addition, the global ID generator on the server and
the local ID generator on the client are used to generate the global
object ID and local object ID respectively to ensure that the object
IDs are identical all over the clients and server.

In the following, we first present our assembly model for
collaborative top-down assembly design, then describe the three
special functions in our framework, i.e., collaborative determination
of coupled structural parameters, agent based design variation

Fig. 1. The system framework for the collaborative top-down assembly design.
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propagation and collaborative design of assembly interfaces in more
detail.

4. Assembly model for collaborative top-down assembly design

In order to effectively support the collaborative top-down
assembly design, we put forward a new assembly model as shown
in Fig. 2. Different from the assembly model in [30], which is a multi-
level assembly model capturing the abstract information, skeleton
information and detailed information to support information
transferring and conversion between different design phases in
the top-down assembly design process, this assembly model is
multi-level and distributed to support designers to collaboratively
accomplish assembly design in a top-down manner.

(1) Three levels of the assembly model
Our assembly model consists of three levels, each of which is

used to represent the design information for one of the three
design phases of the collaborative top-down assembly design. The
specific three levels are as follows:

Abstract design information level: It consists of AbstractPart,
AbstractSubAsm, and AbstractAsmInterface. AbstractPart and
AbstractSubAsm mainly contain the function description of the
component and AbstractAsmInterface is a specification for the high
level assembly scheme.

Skeleton design information level: It is composed of
SkeletonPart, SkeletonSubAsm and SkeletonAsmInterface. Skele-
tonPart refers to the skeleton of the part which is a preliminary 3D
geometry of the part with key form parameters and thus can be
used as the space and form restriction for the detail design.
Similarly, SkeletonSubAsm represents the skeleton for a subas-
sembly. SkeletonAsmInterface contains the assembly interfaces
between the skeletons of the two components.

Detail design information level: It includes DetailPart,
DetailSubassembly and DetailAsmInterface. DetailPart and Detail-
SubAsm refer to the final 3D geometry models of the components,
and DetailAsmInterface contains all the geometry constraints and
parametric constraints between the two components.

Compared with the traditional assembly models, the key point
here is that each component and assembly interface has three
levels in responding to the three design stages. Each level of the
assembly model is constructed by the user during each design
stage, i.e., the low level assembly model is not automatically
generated by the computer according to the high level information.
For example, the abstract design information for the layout design
is not translated into the skeleton design information through
intelligent algorithm; instead, the objects contained in the
skeleton level are built by the users collaboratively according to
the abstract design information. To enable the design intent of
different levels to be inherited and consistent, the assembly model

Fig. 2. The assembly model for collaborative top-down assembly design.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the partial assembly model on client.
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has an inheritance manager object (Inheritance) [30] that manages
all the inheritances among different levels of the objects, including
the inheritance of features (FeatureInheritance), parameters
(ParameterInheritance) and assembly interfaces (AssemblyInter-
faceInheritance).

(2) Distribution of the assembly model
Our assembly model is distributed on both the clients and

server so as to effectively support collaborative assembly design.
On each client, a partial assembly model is stored, consisting of

the following three contents: (1) the model of the component
undertaken by the designer on this client (called the local
component hereafter), used to support the design of the local
component on the client; (2) the models of the components having
assembly interfaces with the local components (called the relevant
components hereafter), used to help the designer on the client be
aware of the relevant design information and collaborate with the
related designers to define assembly interfaces and determine
coupled structural parameters; (3) the assembly structure of the
whole assembly model, used to let the designer know the overall
structure of the product. Each node in the assembly structure here
stands for a component without geometry information. Fig. 3
illustrates the partial assembly model on the client, where A is the
local component, B refers to the relevant component of A, and C as
well as others (in white) are the normal nodes in the assembly
structure of the whole assembly model.

On the server, a complete and collaborative assembly model
including the model distribution information and designers’
information is stored. Its main function is to record the whole
design results and support the design variation propagation that is
imperative for guaranteeing the consistency of the distributed
assembly model. In the assembly model on the server, each
component has a reference to a ClientContext object which
contains the corresponding client information including its IP
address, the designer on the client. The designer’s information
consists of the designer’s ID, the designer’s role, the designer’s
authority and state, and so on.

To achieve the association between the corresponding compo-
nents on the clients and the server, a new ID mechanism is adopted
in our distributed assembly model. In the new ID mechanism, the
IDs of objects are divided into two types as shown in Fig. 4:
GlobalID (GID) and LocalID (LID). GIDs refer to the IDs of part,
subassembly and assembly interface and are generated and
maintained on the server, whereas the LIDs are the IDs of the
objects in the feature model of a part and are generated by the local
feature modeler. Since the feature modelers on the clients and the
server are the same in our framework, the generated LIDs of the
same objects in the feature models on the server and different
clients must be the same. Similarly, the GIDs of the same objects on

the server and different clients are definitely the same as they are
uniformly generated and maintained on the server. Therefore, with
the help of this ID mechanism, the association and consistency of
the distributed assembly model can be achieved.

5. Collaborative determination of coupled structural
parameters

One of the key tasks of skeleton design is to figure out the key
structural parameters (KSPs) of every component. It is recognized
that some KSPs of different components may be coupled because
they must satisfy the same function requirement and thus have to
be determined by the related designers in a collaborative way.
These KSPs are called coupled structural parameters (CSPs), and
they have the following characteristics: distributed, fuzzy, and
being determined based on designer’s knowledge and experience.

According to the characteristics of CSPs, we propose a collabora-
tive and optimal approach to determining CSPs. In the approach,
triangular fuzzy numbers are adopted to represent imprecise
parameters and utility functions are utilized to express the designers’
preferences which reflect their knowledge and experience. As shown
in Fig. 5, the approach consists of the following four steps. Due to the
space limitation, the detail of each step is omitted.

Step 1: Collaborative defining of CSPs
Based on the functional requirements, the related designers

collaboratively define the coupled structural parameters. In
view that the parameters are usually fuzzy instead of precise in
early design stage, we adopt triangular fuzzy numbers to
represent the structural parameters defined by designers.
Meanwhile, to reflect knowledge and experience of designers,
we use utility functions and parameter weights to indicate the
preference of designers.

With triangular fuzzy number, a parameter can be denoted as:

x ¼ ðl; m; tÞ (1)

Its membership function is:

mðxÞ ¼

x � l

m � l
l � x � m

x � t

m � t
m � x � t

8>><
>>:

(2)

Suppose the number of structural parameters is p, then they can
be defined as a vector:

X ¼ ½x1; x2 � � � x p� 2 R p (3)

Then the corresponding membership function for X is:

mðXÞ ¼ ðm1ðx1Þ; m2ðx2Þ � � � m pðx pÞÞ (4)

To represent the designers’ preference which reflects their
knowledge and experiences, utility functions are utilized for
structural parameters of X which is denoted as:

UðXÞ ¼ ðu1ðx1Þ; u2ðx2Þ � � � u pðx pÞÞ (5)

Each element of U(X) in (5) is a function of analytic
representation such as quadric curve, exponential function or
logarithmic function and so on.

The membership functions and utility functions of fuzzy
numbers are synthesized to get the final utility:

UFðXÞ ¼ UðXÞ � mðXÞ ¼
Xp

i¼1

uiðxiÞmiðxiÞ (6)

Assembly interface

Subassembly PartRoot

Feature model

LIDLIDLID

GID

GIDGID

GID

GID

GID

GID

Legend

Fig. 4. Illustration of GlobalID and LocalID.
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Step 2: Collaborative setup of parameter constraint equa-
tions

Based on physical principles, the constraint equations on the
CSPs defined are established and expressed as equations and
inequalities:

giðXÞ � 0 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n
h jðXÞ ¼ 0 j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m (7)

Step 3: Establishing and solving of optimal model
The overall utility in (6) is taken as the optimization objective

and the triangular fuzzy parameters in (1) are converted to
inequality constraints:

l � x � t (8)

Considering constraints of (7) and (8), the final optimization
model is defined as:

X ¼ ½x1; x2; . . . ; x p� 2 R p

max UFðXÞ
s:t: giðXÞ � 0 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n

h jðXÞ ¼ 0 j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m
lk � xk � tk k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p

(9)

The optimization model is solved by genetic algorithm with
Matlab which is integrated into our system.

Step 4: Determination of final CSPs
If the results generated in step 3 cannot satisfy designers,

designers can negotiate with each other to adjust the CSPs by
collaboratively modifying the triangular fuzzy numbers, utility
functions and so on.

Based on the above approach, in our framework, the coupled
structural parameter managers (CSPM) for the server and the

clients are developed and responsible for collaborative determi-
nation of CSPs. Specifically the CSPM on the server is in charge of
storing and managing of CSPs, and solving of parameter
constraints, whereas the CSPM on the client supports the designer
to interactively define CSPs and constraints on the client. The
CSPMs on the server and clients keep connected during the
collaborative determination process of CSPs. As shown in Fig. 5, the
approach takes into account the engineering constraints, i.e., the
physical principles to ensure the computation validation, which
are the traditional method used by designers to compute the
parameters. Furthermore, our approach facilitates the collabora-
tive determination of CSPs in the following ways:

(1) The triangular fuzzy number helps the users to select an
interval value instead of a single value for a structural parameter.
This is more flexible than the trial-and-error method in which the
user repeatedly selects a single value and checks its validity
through engineering computation.

(2) Utility functions are utilized to formalize the negotiations
between related designers, which are based on the optimization of
preference.

6. Agent based design variation propagation

6.1. Overview of variation propagation

For collaborative top-down assembly design, variation propa-
gation is the process during which the design variations initiated
by the distributed designers are instantly monitored by the server
which then updates the distributed assembly models on both the
server and related clients accordingly. Its ultimate target is to
ensure the distributed assembly model to be consistent for all the
clients and the server. In general, the variation propagation during
the collaborative top-down assembly design can be classified into
the following three types.

Fuzzy parameters definition Engineering constraints definitionUtility definition

Optimal model establishment

Layout design result

Solve the optimal model with

genetic algorithm

CSPs outcome

Negotiation

Adjust the fuzzy numbers,

utility functions, weights,

engineering constraints and

optimization rules
Y

N

1. Transfer the utilities of all the parameters to an overall utility goal;

2. Convert the triangular numbers to inequality constraints as constraint conditions of the optimal

model.

Engineering constraints are expressed as

equations or inequalities

Fuzzy parameters are expressed as

triangular fuzzy numbers

Parameter utilities are represented as

mathematical expressions

The designers agree with

the result

Fig. 5. The flowchart of collaborative determination of CSPs.
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(1) Hierarchical variation propagation. During the collabora-
tive top-down assembly design, the design information of the
previous design stage should be inherited or shared in the next
design stage. If an object (e.g. a feature, a constraint, or a
parameter) generated in the skeleton design stage is changed, its
counterpart generated in the detail design stage should be updated
accordingly.

(2) Propagation of constraint variation. The assembly
constraints and engineering constraints in our assembly model
form a distributed constraint network. During the collaborative
top-down assembly design, when any constraint variation
happens, the variation should be propagated to keep the whole
distributed constraint network satisfied.

(3) Propagation of feature variation. When the feature
variation including feature addition, feature deletion and feature
parameter modification occurs at any client, it should be
propagated to the server as well as the relevant clients to
guarantee the feature models consistency of the corresponding
parts distributed on the clients and the server.

Agent technology promises much for collaborative product
design. Much work in this area focuses on integrating the legacy
systems to form an agent based distributed system [23,33].
Furthermore, while there are some work on agent based
collaborative product design [34–36], few literature mentions to
support variation propagation for collaborative design. So we put
forward an agent based variation propagation approach which
accomplishes the variation propagation through the interaction
and cooperation of agents at the clients and the server, as shown in
Fig. 6. The agent based approach is suitable for variation
propagation because of agents’ special characteristics described
below:

(1) Autonomy. Agents have the capabilities to accomplish a
given task or make decision without human intervention. This is
important because the server should itself determine the assembly
change without human intervention. Also, the agents on the clients
are able to update the local assembly model by itself, which avoids
interrupting the work of the users.

(2) Social ability. Agents are able to interact with each other
through communication and coordination mechanism. This makes
it possible for the agents in the framework to collaborate and

negotiate with each other to determine how to update the
distributed assembly model.

(3) Reactivity. Agents reside in the system and react according
to the environment appropriately. This means the agent can keeps
idle only if a design variation happens, when the agent will take
actions to guarantee the assembly model to be consistent.

In the following, we will present the main aspects of the
approach including task allocation and negotiation algorithms and
reasoning schemes of the agent.

6.2. Task allocation and collaboration mechanism of agents

Based on the multi-agent system as shown in Fig. 6, the task
allocation algorithm is straight-forward. The agent on the server is
the pivot for variation propagation. It is responsible for monitoring
the variation requests from the clients and inferring all the
assembly model objects that need to be changed accordingly on
the server and the related clients. The main task of the VP agent on
each client is to monitor the variation requests from both the local
designer and the server and realize the corresponding variation on
the partial assembly model through invoking certain modeling
operations on the client.

For multi-agent system, agent communication language (ACL)
is popular and effective for the agents’ communication. In our
approach, ACL represented in XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
is used to support the agents to communicate with each other. On
the other hand, token based technology is adopted for the agents to
modify the assembly mode which avoids the conflicts happened
between agents while reduces concurrency. This makes the
negotiation of agents much easier which includes consecutive
actions as follows:

(1) Variation monitoring. The VP agent on the server
concurrently detects the variation requests from all the VP agents
on the clients, through which any design variation made by any
designer is monitored.

(2) Variation reasoning. According to the design variation
monitored, the VP agent on the server first infers all the objects of
the assembly model on the server that need to be changed
accordingly, and then infers all the objects in the partial assembly
models on the clients that need to be modified accordingly based
on the multi-level and distributed assembly model.

(3) Variation execution. For each variation request monitored,
the modeling operations in the variation request are first executed
on the server to update the assembly model there, and then the VP
agent on the server synthesizes a suitable task for the VP agents on
the related clients. The task is comprised of a set of actions
described as commands that the VP agents on the related clients
need to execute to update the partial assembly models on the
clients.

In the whole approach, the variation reasoning plays a key role,
which is described in detail below.

6.3. Variation reasoning of server VP agent

VP agent on the server is the pivot for variation propagation and
variation reasoning is its most important function whose flowchart
is shown in Fig. 7.

The key issue here is how to make the variation reasoning not
only support traditional variation propagation but also effectively
support hierarchical variation propagation between the skeleton
design and detail design as well as the feature variation
propagation. In this work, we achieve the variation reasoning
for hierarchical variation propagation based on the hierarchical
relationships between skeleton assembly model and detail
assembly model involved in the distributed assembly model.
Furthermore, there are three basic variation reasoning modules as

Fig. 6. Schematic overview of agent based design variation propagation.
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shown in Fig. 7 which are used for variation reasoning of assembly
constraints, features and engineering constraints.

(1) Hierarchical variation reasoning.
Based on the distributed and hierarchical assembly model, the

hierarchical variation reasoning is realized in the following ways.
(a) Parameter sharing based reasoning. All the parameters

that are shared by the skeleton and detail assembly model are
traced. When any of the parameters is changed, the skeleton and
detail assembly model will both be changed accordingly.

(b) Engineering constraint hierarchical based reasoning. If
the engineering constraints of the skeleton model are changed,
usually it will cause a hierarchical propagation which means the
changed parameters in the skeleton model will influence the
engineering constraints in the detail model. Based on the variation
reasoning results of the engineering constraint of the skeleton
model, the system infers the influenced engineering constraints of
the detail assembly model.

(c) Feature inheritance based reasoning. The shape of the
skeleton can be reused at the detail design through feature copy.
The system traces all the inheritance of the features to enable the
feature change propagation of different levels of assembly model
according to the inheritance relationship.

(d) Assembly constraint reference based reasoning. If any
high level assembly constraint of the skeleton assembly model is
changed, its counterpart of detail assembly model is also updated
according to the copy associations.

(2) Reasoning of engineering constraint variation.
Engineering constraint expressed as algebraic equations forms

a hierarchical and distributed engineering constraint network
which is built collaboratively to indicate the collaborative design
intent. The changed sub-networks are isolated from the complex
engineering constraints belonging to different locations and solved
through the constraint engine.

(3) Reasoning of feature variation.
Feature variations include feature addition, feature deletion

and feature parameter modification. For feature addition, the
parameters used to create a feature such as the feature type,
feature parameter are recorded and notified to the related
agents. Feature deletion will update the distributed constraints
between features, which means the constraints related to
the deleted feature are removed. Feature parameter changes
are usually related to the parameter relationships among the
feature parameters of different parts or subassemblies. The
influenced parameters are figured out through engineering
constraint engine. As a result, the related changed features are
obtained.

(4) Reasoning of assembly constraint variation.
The product assembly constraints form a hierarchical con-

straint network in the sense that every subassembly has its own
assembly constraints that only function on its own components.
The variation of assembly constraint is the addition or deletion or
modification of the assembly constraint. The agent will invoke the
constraint solver to figure out the transform matrices of every
subassembly and part which are affected by the changed assembly
constraints.

7. Collaborative design of assembly interfaces

Assembly interfaces are the important content of product
design which captures the intent of the design engineer with
regard to the relative position of assembly components [37]. In
collaborative top-down assembly design, assembly interface
design has its own characteristics: (1) for the assembly interfaces
between the components that are designed by different designers
on different clients, they need to be designed in a collaborative way
so as to make the designed assembly interfaces satisfy the
requirements of both sides; (2) since the product is designed in a
top-down manner, the assembly interfaces should be designed in a
top-down manner too, being compatible with the top-down design
process. In this work, the specific design process of assembly
interfaces consists of the following three steps:

(1) Collaboratively determine assembly scheme: In layout
design phase, the designers responsible for the relevant compo-
nents collaboratively determine the desired assembly scheme
between the components according to the function requirement of
the product. In this phase, the designers do not need to consider the
specific form and geometric constraints of the assembly interface.

(2) Collaboratively create assembly features: According to the
assembly scheme determined, in the next design phase, the related
designers collaboratively determine the overall form of the
assembly interface first, and then each one create the correspond-
ing assembly features on the components she/he is responsible for,
guided by the overall form of the assembly interface. In order to
guarantee the assembly features created on the relevant compo-
nents compatible, in our framework, the assembly features being
created on the client are transferred to the related clients for
reference in real-time using design variation propagation function.

(3) Collaboratively define assembly constraints: Based on the
assembly scheme determined and the assembly features created,
the related designers collaboratively determine the allowed degree-
of-freedoms between the relevant components further and collabo-
ratively define the corresponding geometric constraints and

Accordingto the skeleton

change,infer the objectsneeding

to be changedin the detail

assemblymodelbased on the

hierarchicalrelationships

Hierarchicalvariation reasoningSkeleton model change Detail model change

The variationbelongs

to the skeleton

assemblymodel

Variationrequest

Extract the ID of

the variational

object

Y

N

Engineeringconstraint variationreasoning

Assemblyconstraintvariation reasoning
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Distribution
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output list
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Fig. 7. The flowchart of variation reasoning of the VP agent on the server.
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parameter constraints on the related geometric entities and
parameters of the created assembly features to set up the complete
assembly constraints.

It is noted that, in the detail design phase, all the assembly
interfaces established in the skeleton design phase are automati-
cally inherited, and some of them are refined according to the
detail geometry generated in this phase.

8. Implementation

We have developed a prototype system named CTDAD based on
the proposed framework. CTDAD is implemented with Visual
Cþþ6.0 under windows XP operating system. The architecture of
CTDAD is shown in Fig. 1 and is described in Section 2. Some other
implementation details include: (1) TCP/IP [38] is adopted as the
low level communication protocol between the server and clients;
(2) ACL (agent communication language) [39] represented in XML
is employed for supporting the communication between VP agents
on the server and clients; (3) MATLAB [40] is used as the solver for
calculating the coupled structural parameters; (4) ACIS 5.0 [41] is
utilized as the geometric kernel of CTDAD.

For these modules to be integrated into the system while
ensuring its reliability and stability, we adopt following steps.
Firstly, multi-thread method is employed to make the modules to
work independently and concurrently. For example, a fundamental
thread runs in a blocked way which invokes TCP/IP APIs to receive
network stream. The raw stream is then translated into a basic data
structure and pumped into a queue which will be processed by
modules of upper levels. Secondly, Matlab is integrated into the
system as an equation solver. Generally there are two ways to call
Matlab from the users’ programs. One is called ‘MATLAB Compiler’
which builds Matlab code into the end users’ applications. The
other is called ‘COM interface’ and is what we used in our system.
Based on this method, Matlab acts as a computation engine and

provides a library of functions to start and end a MATLAB process,
send data to and received data from MATLAB, and send commands
to be executed by MATLAB. The typical APIs of ‘COM interface’
usually have a prefix of ‘eng’ such as engOpen, engClose and so on.
Lastly, object oriented programming technology is the guiding
principle to implement the prototype system. Following this way,
ACIS, the basic geometric kernel can be easily put to use because it
wraps its basic framework with the MFC (Microsoft Foundation
Classes) as model-view architecture.

Although it takes about ten seconds the first time to start the
process of Matlab engine, it is acceptable because Matlab engine
runs on the server side and only needs to start with the
initialization of the sever. After that, Matlab usually has high
efficiency on solving equations. For those situations where real-
time is of great importance, a new mathematical kernel is needed
to improve the overall performance, which will be our future work.

9. A case study

Using the prototype system developed, we have conducted
several experiments to validate the proposed framework. As an
example, the collaborative top-down assembly design of a
manipulator using CTDAD is described below with emphasis on
the key functions of the framework including collaborative
determination of coupled structural parameters, collaborative
assembly interface establishment and design variation propaga-
tion.

Fig. 8 shows the layout assembly model of the manipulator that
set up by the chairman according the result of the conceptual
design. The layout assembly model consists of six key subassem-
blies, i.e. Hand, Hand driver, Hand deliver, Swing equipment,
Elevator and Base, and each of them is assigned to a designer, say,
Hand to Designer_1(DS1), Hand driver to Designer_2(DS2), Hand
deliver to Designer_3(DS3), . . ., Base to Designer_6(DS6).

Fig. 8. Layout model of the manipulator.
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Some CSPs existing in the skeleton model of the manipulator
are shown in Fig. 9, among which Lp and Lc need to be
collaboratively determined by DS2 and DS3. Fig. 10 shows the
user interface for collaborative defining of CSPs, by which the
related designers can interactively input the fuzzy parameters and
determine the utility functions in a collaborative manner. The
detailed information about the CSPs of the manipulator is listed in
Table 1, including the triangular fuzzy numbers, the utility
functions, weights, and so on. Besides, four kinds of utility
functions used are also given in Table 2.

Figs. 11–18 shows how DS1 and DS2 collaboratively design the
assembly interface between two subassemblies Hand and Hand
driver. Also they are used to show the design variation propagation
function supported by CTDAD. As shown in these figures, to
effectively support the collaborative top-down assembly design,
four types of design views are provided by CTDAD: the standalone
design view, the layout assembly model view, the design view for
collaborative skeleton assembly design, and the design view for

Fig. 9. Skeleton model of the manipulator.

Table 1
Coupled parameters information of manipulator.

Symbol Triangular fuzzy number Utility Weight Coupled relationship Result

HA HD HE BA

Hl (500,550,600) mm F2 0.48 R R R R 550 mm

Hd 100 mm n/a n/a R R R R 100 mm

wd (60,75,85) mm F3 0.06 divonx; & & & 75 mm

b (35,45,60) mm F1 0.05 divonx; & & & 48 mm

c (90,110,130) mm F4 0.05 divonx; & & & 118 mm

al (15,20,30)8 F2 0.05 divonx; & & & 188
Dist (20,40,50) mm F2 0.05 divonx; R & & 40 mm

Lp (80,100,120) mm F4 0.09 R divonx; R R 100 mm

Lc (50,60,70) mm F3 0.08 R R divonx; R 64 mm

Ls (180,200,220) mm F4 0.09 R R R divonx; 220 mm

HA: Hand; HD: Hand driver; HE: Hand deliver; BA: Base; divonx;: Belong to; &: Unrelated; R: Related; Utility: See Table 2.

Table 2
Utility functions.

Expression

F1ðxÞ ¼
t � x

t � m
x > m

x � l

m � l
x � m

8><
>:

F3ðxÞ ¼ e

�ðx � mÞ
br x > m

e

ðx � mÞ
bl x � m

8>>><
>>>:

F2ðxÞ ¼
zr � x2 þ ðzr � m2 � zr � t2 � 1Þ

t � m
�x � tðzr � m2 � zr � m � t � 1Þ

t � m
x > m

zl � x2 þ ðzl � m2 � zl � l2 � 1Þ
l � m

�x � lðzl � m2 � zl � m � l � 1Þ
l � m

x � m

8>><
>>:

F4ðxÞ ¼
cr � ln

x

t
x > m

cl � ln
x

l
x � m

8<
:

x: fuzzy parameter; l, m, t: triangular fuzzy numbers, i.e. (l, m, t); the other symbols

are constants of different function expression.
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Fig. 10. User interface for collaborative determination of CSPs.

Fig. 11. An skeleton assembly feature created by DS2.
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collaborative detail assembly design. The specific process of the
collaborative assembly interface design shown in Figs. 11–18
consists of the following two steps:

(1) Collaborative design of skeleton assembly interface. As an
example, DS2 first creates the skeleton assembly feature of a
skeleton assembly interface as shown in Fig. 11 and the skeleton
assembly feature created is propagated to the Client1(DS1) in real
time as shown in Fig. 12. Then DS1 sets up an assembly constraint

collinear between two skeleton assembly features as shown in
Fig. 13, and the assembly constraints established are solved on the
server and the results are propagated to both Client1(DS1) and
Client2(DS2). The final skeleton assembly interface designed is
shown in the top-right view of Figs. 14 and 15.

(2) Collaborative design of detail assembly interface. Based
on the skeleton assembly interface created, the detail assembly
features are created in detail design phase. Figs. 14 and 15 show the

Fig. 12. The skeleton assembly feature created by DS2 is propagated to the Client1(DS1).

Fig. 13. DS1 defined an ‘‘collinear’’ constraint between two skeleton assembly features.
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detail assembly features further created by DS1 and DS2 and the
whole results are shown in Fig. 16. In this step, the related
information of skeleton assembly interface is inherited by the
corresponding detail assembly interface and the association
between them is established. As shown in Fig. 17, the axis in the
skeleton assembly interface is inherited by the corresponding detail

assembly interface, which makes it possible that the design variation
in the skeleton assembly interface will be automatically propagated
to the detail assembly interface. Consequently, the assembly
constraints involved in the detail assembly interface are solved
on the server and propagated to the Client1(DS1) and Client2(DS2).
The final detail assembly interface designed is shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 14. An detail assembly feature created by DS2.

Fig. 15. Parts created by DS1 for defining the detail assembly interface.
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10. Conclusions and future work

With a comparison to one typical study of Hwang et al. [42,43]
on top-down product design, we conclude our work. Hwang et al.
presented an approach using neutral reference model (NRM) for
representation and propagation of engineering change information
in collaborative product development, which can support top-
down product design. The difference between our approach and
NRM is highlighted in Table 3. It shows that, to support the early
design stage, both NRM and our approach use abstract geometry
such as datum axis, datum plane to specify interface between
components, geometric constraints and so on. Our approach also
gives a feature based method for users to construct a simplified
component shape or design spaces at early design stage. NRM is
CAD system independent and can support collaborators with

different CAD systems. Our approach is based on CAD system
developed by us (using the ACIS geometric kernel). Also parameter
inheritance and conceptual representation are considered in our
approach.

Fig. 16. The assembly features created by DS2 and the assembly features propagated from the Client1.

Fig. 17. The axis in the skeleton assembly interface is inherited by the corresponding detail assembly interface (DS1 and DS2).

Table 3
Comparisons of our approach with NRM [42,43].

Items for comparison Our approach NRM

Feature support U

Abstract geometry U U

CAD system independent U

Design space U

Version control U

Concept design representation U

Parameter inheritance U
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To summarize, the main contribution of our approach lies in
that it allows a group of designers to collaboratively conduct
complex product design in a top-down manner. Specifically, it has
the following characteristics:

(1) A multi-level and distributed assembly model is adopted.
The assembly model consists of three levels, each of which
represents the design information for one of the three design
phases of the collaborative top-down assembly design. Moreover,
the assembly model comprises the partial assembly model on the
clients and the complete assembly model on the server. Therefore
it can effectively support collaborative top-down assembly
design.

(2) Collaborative determination of coupled structural
parameters is supported. In the approach, triangular fuzzy
numbers are adopted to represent imprecise parameters and
utility functions are utilized to express the designers’ preferences
so that the determined CSPs are optimal.

(3) Agent based design variation propagation is achieved.
The variation propagation agents on the server and clients can
effectively realize the design variation propagation between the
clients and the server and ensure the consistency of the multi-level
and distributed assembly model during the whole design process.

(4) Collaborative design of assembly interfaces is supported.
The assembly interfaces between the components that are
designed by different designers on different clients can be
collaboratively designed by the related designers in a top-down
way, which can solve conflicts as early as possible and make the
designed assembly interfaces satisfy the requirements of all the
related designers.

Our future work includes: solving of the design conflicts that
may occur in collaborative top-down assembly design; and
extension to supporting the whole product design process
including conceptual design; more validation experiments needs
to be conducted.
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